
'Revolutionary Road' by Richard Yates- our February 2009 choice.

“ One of the greatest American novels of the twentieth century” It was this hymn of praise from Jonathan
at Saint Georges Bookshop that alerted me to Revolutionary Road. Back in the Summer I read an old
battered copy that he found for me. Both of us had no idea that it was about to be re-released to coincide
with the making of a film – Sam  Mendes’ adaptation starring Leonardo Di Caprio and Kate Winslet. 

A happy coincidence that we would be reading it whilst the film was showing in Berlin? I’d recommended
it as our February choice and much later heard about the film. Some of us had seen the film before
reading the book – an unusual situation. Revolutionary Road is a startling and affecting film which stays
close to the text of the book. But as a reading group, we had gathered together to discuss the novel not
the film. And we all agreed that Yates’ writing is outstanding. We all admired the writing very much. 

“I enjoyed every line. Not a word was wasted.”

“ It was deep and true. Superb writing. Every character was developed and believable.”

“ There was a sense of foreboding – of hurtling towards the abyss .”

“ The picture of the conflicts within a marriage was unsettling and close to the bone.”

“ Yates is very perceptive when describing psychological states.”

“ His observational powers are superb – very disturbing.”

“ I absolutely loved it, there were so many profound truths. It was a little depressing but I didn’t mind that.
I found it comforting to read that other people have similar dilemmas to mine.”

“ I felt I was in the hands of a master from the beginning – absolutely brilliant- it was so modern and so
true.”

“ The characterisation was superb – the quiet desperation of all of the characters was brilliant.”

“ It reminded me of my parents – being in a place they didn’t want to be – which was my mother’s
situation a few years ago.”

“What struck me was the lack of connection with the children. The Wheelers are parents who would
rather not have had children.”

“ Isn’t there life after children? Shouldn't having children be exciting and fulfilling? Can’t we include our
children in adventurous lives? Why couldn’t they have moved to Paris with their children?”

“ The pressure of settling down after having children is immense. And what about schooling?”

“ Communication is the key in any successful relationship, and the Wheelers are a classic couple – very
poor at communicating their real feelings.”

“ For me it was such a dark outlook on life. There was no understanding between the families. Every
character was so destructive that I was frustrated and depressed by the book.”

“ I was able to be detached from the characters and see the book as a sociological study of suburban
American life in the fifties.”



“ I was warned to take care reading Revolutionary Road. I have just moved into a new flat with a new
partner and identified very much with the hunt for the right place to settle and with all the expectations
attached to a new home.“

“I was living every moment with the characters – feeling deeply for them and identifying with their
problems.”

“ I sympathised with April’s dilemma. The novel is set just before the pill became available and women in
the fifties had a lot of pressure to be housewives and mothers. April is the “desperate housewife” of the
fifties!”

“ Maureen Grube , the young woman with whom Frank Wheeler has an office affair, is playing out the
fantasy of the bachelor girl in Manhattan. She would fit perfectly in Sex in the City .”

“ The Wheelers could have broken away from convention but Frank doesn’t really want to. He is secretly
happy with his easy not too demanding job and lifestyle. He would like to be remarkable but knows deep
down that he isn’t.”

“ April’s parents were glamorous but unstable. She is following in their footsteps. It’s so sad that her
children are then subjected to growing up with their aunt and uncle, just as April had . “

We had a long discussion about the supporting characters.

“ The supporting characters are as well drawn as the Wheelers. Their neighbours Shep and Milly
Campbell are a contrast to the Wheelers. They are more stable and content with their lot in life –
although Shep falls in love with the glamorous April and fantasises about her. The Givings are a
fascinating study of an older couple. Helen Givings immerses herself in her work as an estate agent to
compensate for the lack of passion in her marriage. Howard Givings is the one man to have asked her to
marry him and she has married him in desperation. Their son John is an intellectual and the only
character to speak the truth without inhibition. But the irony is that he has been pronounced insane.”

“ The Knox business corporation is a minefield of office life. A mishmash of tedious office practices and
deceptions. There is a very amusing scene of Frank struggling with his overflowing in-tray, with which we
could all identify. The tragedy is that Frank’s invitation to join a team to promote computers is potentially
an exciting and innovative opportunity. He has not even told April about it in detail. If he had recognised
that the project was stimulating and at the forefront of new world-changing developments, Frank and
April may have been able to forge a fulfilling life for themselves.”

“ April’s desire to go to Paris and start a new life is a mixture of escapism and a desperate desire to
break free of domestic drudgery. She couches the suggestion as a way of Frank having the freedom to
find himself. In fact, she is cunningly setting the scene to be able to go out to work herself.”

“ The ending is superb. Howard Givings turns off his hearing aid, a bleakly comic act to escape his wife’s
participation in small-minded suburban gossiping.”

Revolutionary Road is set in 1955 but could equally be set in the present day.  The Wheelers are a
bright, handsome married couple who are nearing 30. With their two kids, they live in the leafy suburbs of
Connecticut on the absurdly named 'Revolutionary Road'. But the American dream has not left them
happy and fulfilled; they feel trapped and suffocated in the monotony of their everyday lives. We agreed
that we all have moments of feeling trapped in our lives.. 



Frank works in a corporation in the city, mindlessly flowing with the tide in a sea of suits, while April stays
at home. They are both certain they are capable of much more, but don’t know what. So many people
and couples find themselves in this situation. Their frustration at the emptiness of their lives is cruelly
taken out on one another, and their resentment begins to overwhelm their marriage. Yates describes
their rows perceptively. The different stages of arguments are chillingly well portrayed. 

When April comes upon the idea that their best option is to relocate to Paris, to allow Frank the space to
follow his creativity while she provides for their family, they briefly fall in love with each other again.

Even as this decision reawakens their passion and hopes for the future, it is painfully evident that a move
to Paris is but a pipe dream and a quick-fix to all their problems.

Yates writes the book from switching perspectives, which gives us great insight into the inner workings of
each character. His writing is bitter, blackly funny and cruel. We are privy to the most pathetic and
pretentious sides of the two largely unsympathetic main characters as they toil against one another and
their suffocating environment. One of the strengths of the writing is Yates’ ability to draw the reader in
without demanding sympathy for the main characters. Most of us felt the most sympathy for John
Givings. His is the true voice – a Shakespearean fool – speaking with insight and reason.

The monotony of suburban living may now seem clichéd, but Yates is an uncommonly sharp and
perceptive writer, breathing life into the Wheelers' world with a force and clarity that make the words
“jump from the page”.

'Revolutionary Road' is a savage indictment of the American dream, written with unpitying scrutiny,
assurance and in austere but beautiful prose. Sadly Yates received very little acclaim in his lifetime. He
was jealous of Updike and Mailer to the end. The alternative American dream is to live in Paris – Yates
lived there himself  in his twenties.– following the example of Hemingway and others. Revolutionary
Road, his first novel, is undoubtedly autobiographical. Yates is more like John Givings than Frank
Wheeler. But both characters contain aspects of Yates’ personality. 

“To write so well and then to be forgotten is a terrifying legacy," Stewart O'Nan wrote of Richard Yates in
1999. Yates died in 1992 with few of his books in print, and for much of his career he had been famous
among writers chiefly for not being as famous as he should have been. 

Self-deception, (weak) character as destiny, the gulf between aspiration and outcome: these are Yates's
characteristic themes. Readers who aren't inclined to draw comfort from his virtuoso command of
technique are likely to be impressed or repelled by his unwavering commitment to bleakness. 

Revolutionary Road was nominated for the 1961 National Book Award, and Yates won a job writing
speeches for Robert Kennedy. But the Kennedy assignment fell through when JFK was assassinated,
and by the time Yates finished his second novel the critical climate had changed: the 1960s avant-garde
was in the ascendant, and Yates was seen as old hat.

For the rest of his life he staggered from one badly-paid teaching job to another, living in squalid
apartments, and writing further novels. He became a fixture on the writing-school circuit: his
dishevelment was legendary, as were his Robert Lowell-style breakdowns and his laconic teaching style.
A tragic figure but a very talented one. 

Our verdict:  A modern classic that deserves a place on the 'must-read' list. Highly recommended.


